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Wednesday 15th September

11:50 - 12:10

12:15 - 12:35

12:45 - 13:15

14:00 - 14:30

15:00 - 15:20

15:30 - 15:50

NFDC CONFERENCE 
THEATRE PROGRAMME

THE SUSTAINABLE STANDARD IN DEMOLITION 
Ben Griffiths, Safety, Health, Environmental and Operations Director 

& Jonathan Cox, Marketing Partner, Rye Demolition

ATTRACTING DEMOLITION TALENT & LESSONS LEARNT
Richard Dolman, President, Institute of Demolition Engineers

NET ZERO & THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY
Rachel Hoolahan, Architect & Sustainability Coordinator, Orms

CCDO – COULD YOU SPOT A FAKE?
Iain Kirk, Group Training Officer, National Demolition Training Group 
& Ian Sidney, Fraud Manager, Construction Industry Training Board

THE FUTURE THINKING FEDERATION
Howard Button, CEO, National Federation of Demolition Contractors

TECHNOLOGY - WHAT SMART SECURITY 
CAN DO FOR YOUR BUSINESS 

Ross Martin, Technical Director, Coubari Ltd.

12:00 - 12:30

12:45 - 13:15

14:00 - 14:45

15:00 - 15:45

FERRYBRIDGE POWER STATION DEMOLITION PROJECT
Bob Johnstone, Managing Director, Keltbray Decommissioning

MAKING SAFETY COUNT
Simon Napier-Munn, Behavioural Safety Expert, SNM Consulting

HS2 – THE CLIENT’S VALUE AND EXPERIENCE 
OF NFDC ACCREDITED CONTRACTORS

Thomas Cleary, Route Area Lead – Civils and Utilities, CSJV

ASSET FINANCE FUNDING - LOOKING BEYOND THE PANDEMIC 
Terry Lloyd, Head of Construction, SME Lending at Paragon Bank

Thursday 16th September

SNM CONSULTING

NFDC CPD POINTS AVAILABLE



CONFERENCE SPEAKERS

Wednesday 15th September

THE SUSTAINABLE STANDARD IN 
DEMOLITION 

Join Rye Group’s Ben Griffiths and Jonathan 
Cox in the NFDC Conference Theatre where 
they’ll be talking about the ‘Sustainable 
Standard’ in demolition. In this session Ben 
and Jonathan will take you through an outline 
of the Rye framework, the initiatives being 
worked on and share their hopes on how 
the industry can work together to challenge 
unfounded perceptions about the demolition 
sector. 

11:50 – 12:10 

CCDO – COULD YOU SPOT A FAKE? 

The CCDO card demonstrates that an 
Operative has the knowledge and skills to 
work safely. But what if that card is a fake? 
It’s the employers responsibility to ensure the 
workforce are suitably qualified and the good 
news is, it’s so easy to check CCDO cards for 
authenticity. In this session, NDTG’s Iain Kirk 
and CITB’s Ian Sidney will walk you through 
the practical steps to take. 

12:15 – 12:35

ATTRACTING DEMOLITION TALENT & 
LESSONS LEARNT

Richard Dolman, current President at the 
Institute of Demolition Engineers and Managing 
Director of Midlands-based AR Demolition, is 
an advocate for professional development, 
attracting newcomers to industry and sharing 
learning amongst peers. Join Richard as 
he shares views on the demolition degree, 
recruitment and creating a culture of openness 
within the demolition industry.

12:45 – 13:15 

NET ZERO & THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY 

Sustainability targets have recently shifted 
from a box-ticking exercise to collaborative 
conversations pre-design, better engaging 
the capabilities of demolition specialists and 
resulting in more meaningful material reuse 
within redevelopment. Join Rachel Hoolahan, 
Architect and Sustainability Coordinator 
at Orms to find out the Architect’s view on 
involving demolition specialists in the early 
stages of the design process.

14:00 – 14:30

NFDC - THE FUTURE THINKING 
FEDERATION 

2021 marks NFDC’s 80th anniversary since 
its war-time inception. It is recognised for the 
significant and transformative impact it has 
had upon the demolition industry, but rest 
assured, the Federation’s leaders are not 
resting on their laurels.

In this session, NFDC CEO, Howard Button 
shares the Federation’s next steps to ensure 
the relevance, sustainability and worth of 
NFDC now and in the future.

15:00 – 15:20

TECHNOLOGY - WHAT SMART SECURITY 
CAN DO FOR YOUR BUSINESS 

Technology is pushing boundaries with the 
latest in smart security reshaping and driving 
the future of key industries. The COVID-19 
pandemic has accelerated the digitalisation of 
all sectors and demonstrated how disruption 
can be a positive driving force for businesses. 
Join Ross Martin, Technical Director at Coubari 
Ltd as he shares expert insights on challenges 
and successes of enhanced technology 
practices and lessons learnt over the past 
year.

15:30 – 15:50
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Thursday 16th September

FERRYBRIDGE POWER STATION 
DEMOLITION PROJECT

Ferrybridge is a live site, with two newly 
constructed waste to energy plants, a major 
National Grid substation and overhead HV 
lines all within the zone of influence of the 
demolition works. In addition, proximity to the 
motorways, occupied housing and businesses, 
and compliance with Government guidelines 
on the Covid pandemic, has presented a set of 
unique challenges for the Keltbray Demolition 
Engineers and the site Management Team.

Join Keltbray Decommissioning’s Managing 
Director, Bob Johnstone, as he presents 
the fascinating Ferrybridge Power Station 
demolition project so far.

12:00 – 12:30 

ASSET FINANCE FUNDING – LOOKING 
BEYOND THE PANDEMIC

In this session, Paragon’s Terry Lloyd will 
talk about how the COVID-19 pandemic has 
impacted the asset finance space, including 
availability of funding and what the demolition 
industry can expect going forward. He will 
address how funders supported the industry 
and the role the Government support schemes 
played during the pandemic, before looking 
to the future and identifying what challenges 
the industry might face. Terry will also share 
details of the support that is still available for 
demolition SMEs and provide some insight 
into the latest finance industry data. 

For questions and individual support, visit 
Paragon’s stand in the Demo Expo zone.

12:45 – 13:15

MAKING SAFETY COUNT

Compliance is critical, but safety in the workplace 
requires much more than a box-ticking exercise. 

Rules and regulations, safety awareness, 
PPE, systems, processes and procedures, 
paperwork, toolbox talks, training, signage, 
qualifications, published company values and 
health and safety standards. All good stuff, 
but we still have injuries – some serious and 
unfortunately for others, fatal. So, what still 
needs to change? Of course, the answer is 
we do. Our mindsets, our behaviours and our 
attitudes to safety.

Join Behavioural Safety Expert, Simon  
Napier-Munn, as he highlights the need to go 
beyond compliance, make safety personal and 
lead from the top.

14:00 – 14:45 

HS2 – THE CLIENT’S VALUE & EXPERIENCE 
OF NFDC ACCREDITED CONTRACTORS

HS2 and CSjv look to carry out works in 
a way that minimises the impact on local 
communities through quieter, less intrusive 
means or removing wagons from local road 
networks, reducing the number of hours that 
people are at risk of accident or injury or 
minimising the environmental impact of works 
through innovative measures that reduce the 
carbon footprint. Leveraging the value and 
experience of NFDC accredited contractors 
gives confidence that they are procuring high 
quality supply chain partners.

A highlight not to be missed, join Costain-
Skanska’s Tom Cleary to hear a client’s 
insights of working with NFDC accredited 
contractors.

15:00 – 15:45

EIGHTY YEARS
Raising Industry Standards for 80 years

2021

1941
NEXT DOOR TO THE THEATRE... 
For 80 years, the NFDC has championed the standards and professionalism of its 
members. The Federation has made a significant impact upon working conditions, 
fair pay, safety and health, training and education and environment for the UK 
demolition industry. Visit the NFDC stand to find out what the future has in store 
for the Federation. 


